
June 2, 2015 
 

 
Limited-term Instructor Position, Department of Computer Science 
 
The Department of Computer Sciences invites applications for a two-year limited term 
position in the Instructor Stream. Instructors normally teach at the first and second year 
level of our program, but those with specific expertise may teach at more senior levels if 
required. The position begins August 1, 2015. Applicants must have a Ph.D. in 
Computer Science.  This is a limited-term position with no expectation of ongoing 
employment.  The successful candidate will teach up to 6 half-course equivalents (HCE) 
per calendar year, delivering high-quality instruction to undergraduate students, and may 
be involved in course and pedagogy development. 

The Department is one of Canada’s leaders as evidenced by our commitment to 
excellence in research and teaching.  It has an expansive graduate program and 
extensive state-of-the-art computing facilities. Calgary is a multicultural city that is the 
fastest growing city in Canada. Calgary enjoys a moderate climate located beside the 
natural beauty of the Rocky Mountains. Further information about the Department is 
available at http://www.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/.  

A complete application should include curriculum vitae with e-mail address, a concise 
statement of teaching philosophy, and a teaching dossier describing past teaching 
experience.  Candidates should arrange to have three letters of reference sent under 
separate cover as soon as possible to:  
 
Dr. Carey Williamson 
Department of Computer Science  
University of Calgary 
ICT 602, 2500 University Dr. NW 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada 
T2N 1N4 
or email to: search@cpsc.ucalgary.ca  

Applications will be accepted until July 5, 2015. 

The University of Calgary respects, appreciates, and encourages diversity. 

In accordance with Canadian immigration requirements, priority will be given to 
Canadian Citizens and Permanent Residents of Canada. The University of Calgary 
promotes employment equity and respects, appreciates and encourages diversity. In this 
connection, at the time of your application, please answer the following question: Are 
you a Canadian citizen or a permanent resident of Canada? (Yes/No) 
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